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English gentry en•aged in specialized agricultural innovation figure
prominently in accounts of early industrial Britain [4) 14; 22].
By
eontrast, seholarship on early Ameriean industrialization generally ignores
eontemporaneous agrieultural

speeialists and innovators.

Yet

Ameriean

eeonomie historians have shown that by 1840 speeialization had resulted in
substantial inereases in agrieultural produetivity and that in one important
agrieultural seetor, dairying, almost all produetivity inereases between 1850
and 1910 are attributable to the diffusion of improved teehniques adopted
by some eastern farmers before 1850. [1; 18, pp.140-45] Their findings
suggest that early nineteenth eentury agrieultural innovation is an
important untold story.
I argue that, as in British aeeounts, elite
agrieultural reformers were prominent eharaeters in this tale.
Their
unusual

skills

and resourees

enabled

them

to

transfer

and

domestieate

the

teehniques of Britain's agrieultural revolution, teehniques that, in the ease
of dairy farming, aehieved widespread dissemination only in the late
nineteenth eentury.
My argument is based primarily on the papers of John Hare Powel,
a Philadelphian who, in the 1820s and 1830s, sueeessfullyoperated a highly
speeialized agrieultural enterprise.
Powel established a dairy eattie
breeding farm designed to aequire from England, produee loeally, and
disseminate throughout the United States animals that eould yield inereased
amounts of milk and that transmitted these eapaeities to their offspring.
In aehieving these goals he also adopted and diffused British innovations in

animal husbandry. Although Powel was probably the outstanding example
of successful agricultural specialization in antebellum America, he was not
unique. My researeh in the Powel Papers, a virtually eomplete eolleetion
of his outgoing eorrespondenee and a partial file of his ineoming
eorrespondenee,has identified a number of other breeders, most of them
in New England and the Middle Ariantie states, who shared Powel's goals
and employed many of his methods.
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supporting the research on which thi• paper i• based. She also expresses
appreciation to Jeremy Atack, Richard Beeman, Robert Kohler, ThomasN/sa, and
V•liam Parker for hdpful commentson earlier drafts.
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Judging from Powel's correspondence with these men, the private
papers of innovative specialists can provide an important complement to
generalized accounts of agricultural improvement derived from census

records and published agricultural literature.
successful innovation

and

suggest that

Private papers help explain

innovative

breeders

played

an

important role in the subsequentdiffusion of improved dairy practices. As
was the case for new industrial technology, the transfer and development
of new agrieulturaJ practices was a complex and prolonged process, making

innovation much harder to explain than diffusion [6].

At least in the case

of dairy agriculture, reformers' correspondence reveals that successful
innovation depended on highly sophisticated businessskills and that a shortlived

combination

of

social

circumstances

and

social

values

encouraged

talented men to devote themselves to agricultural innovation in the 1820s
and 1830s. Thereafter, economic factors provided incentives for additional

farmers to adopt new methods [1; 2; 3], but since the diffusion of new
farm practices depended on local demonstration [61 29, p. 283], the
activities of Powel and his peers indicate that numerous innovative
breeders helped diffuse improved dairy practices and that
breed
improvement was part of the technological system they disseminated.

Understanding long-term trends in American agriculture requires that
we examine their early nineteenth-century roots. As we know, American
agriculture has developed through its increasing dominance by businessmen
at the expense of farmers and the family farm.
While we must be
careful not to read the story of twentieth-century agriculture back into
nineteenth-century agricultural history, most American agricultural history
has gone to the opposite extreme.
Agricultural historians have too often
limited their concern to agricultural innovations that were widely adopted

by contemporary farmers, a focus that necessarily restricts our definition
of successful innovation in an era when the vast majority of Americans
farmed.

Most notably, this emphasis has discouraged serious study of elite
agricultural reformers. Briefly stated, Powel and his peers, the men who
organized

scores

of

antebellum

societies

for

improving

American

agricultural practice [19; 20, pp. 83-87], have been dismissed because they
were unrepresentative of American farmers, and they developed methods
that the average contemporary farmer could not or would not adopt. For
example, Albert Demaree, whose treatment of agriculturaJ reformers is

more sympathetic and perceptive than most, offers this capsule description
of elite agriculturaJ innovators:
Strange as it may seem, the initiative and clitection
of these organizations came from professional and
business men, whose main interests were not ag•.cultural.
Naturally the chief benefits accrued to
these gentlemen farmers.
In teaching the "dirt
farmer" and meeting his problems, these societies and
theit publications were fa•utes [10, pp. 8-9].

Although such statements accurately reflect early nineteenth-eentrury
farmers'" opinions and practices, they are a strange basis for
dismissing reformers as unworthy of serious historical consideration. By
"dirt
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applying the same criteria

to early nineteenth-century manufacturing, we

would ignore many promoters and developers of new textile machinery
because their innovations were not suited to domestic spinsters and craft
weavers

and

dismiss

Francis

Cabot

Lowell

and

Moses

Brown

from

consideration because they were merchants rather than traditional textile
manufacturers. Viewed in this light, the basic distinction between Powel

and Lowell is not that Powel's technology was less viable in the long run,
but that it took much longer for Powel's innovations to replace
conventional

methods.

Of course, textiles, especially the northern New England or Lowell
system textile mills that have attracted most scholarly attention, represent

an extreme case of the rapid diffusion of a new technology [26; 32]. In
iron-working, tanning, grain milling, saw milling, and brick making,
numerous traditional
enterprises coexisted with a
few
innovative
establishments for prolonged periods. We know comparatively little about
technological change in these industries, but our limited evidence suggests

that, as in dairying, technical innovation was retarded by the small size of
many local or regional markets.
This was true because such industries
produced goods that could not profitably be shipped long distances, they
processed local raw materials, or their extensive use of land confined them
to rural or semi-rural locations, circumstances that also characterized dairy
farming. In such enterprises, favorably located, creative entrepreneurs such
as Oliver Evans and Zaddock Pratt developed innovative techniques that
were unsuited to most small, contempoprary firms, but, gradually, more
and more entrepreneurs adopted their methods as improved transportation

created additional large markets [7, pp. 46-48; 11].

Similarly, by the

1820s John Hare Powel's Philadelphia location favored dairying and dairy
breeding [18, pp. 140-45; 30, pp. 150-52] and his correspondenceshows that
he and his fellow breeders introduced from England and developed in
America all of the techniques that, according to economic historian Fred
Bateman, late nineteenth-century dairymen adopted to increase dairy
productivity. Thus, like Evans and Pratt, Powel merits study even though
few contemporary farmers employed his methods.
Powel

and

his

fellow

elite

reformers

have

also

been

because they were independently wealthy or brought to their
endeavors money earned in other businesses or professions.
charge is true, but analogy to industrial ventures suggests that
asset rather than a liability.
Dairy breeders such as Powel

dismissed

agricultural
Again, the
this was an
supplied the

capital goods (improved dairy cattle) that made later dairy farming
profitable [4, p. 69]. As was the case for the early nineteenth century
machine tool industry, this entailed developing an extremely complex and
novel technology, one that required a much larger long-term investment
than average farmers could muster and more risk than most would assume.
For example, at the time Powel began importing eattie, English cattle
breeding was only seventy-five years old, and improved dairy Shorthorns,

the first English dairy breed, had originated only forty years earlier [25,

pp. 161-69]. Consequently,as Powel's correspondence
with Englishbreeders
makes clear, he not only spent large amounts of money purchasing and

transporting animals (about $10,000 in his first three years), but also had
to write off some of these animals as bad investments. Moreover, English
breeding and husbandry practices were still the subject of hot dispute both
in England and in America so that Powel footed the bill for testing the
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reliability of various breeders and their advice. He also expended time
and money experimenting with many improved American cattle and
publicizing the results of his breeding activities. In sum, just as machine
tool development had to be underwritten by federal arms contracts, the
development of
dairy breeding required the
capital
of
early
neneteenth-century gentlemen.

As important as the money he invested was Powel's investment of
his formal and informal education. After preparing at home with his
well-educated English father, Powel attended the College of Phfiadelphia
for three years, then acquired professional training by entering the
counting-house of his maternal relatives, Willing and Francis.
An apt
student, he travelled for the firm to Calcutta, traded on his own account,
and made $20,000.
His later success as a breeder depended on his
mastery of each of the various mercantile skills: negotiating, selecting
reliable ship captains, writing clear letters of instruction, and keeping
accounts

of ventures.

Most impressive is Powel's creative development of cost accounting
methods.

This enabled him to break even while selling many imported

animals at or below cost, giving away some of the animals he raised,
charging nominal fees for stud service, housingand selling animals for his
principal English breeder, and donating his premiums from livestock shows

to the societies that sponsored them.
Whereas few nineteenth-century
farms kept accounts even of their variable costs and industrial accounting
generally ignored fixed costs throughout the nineteenth century [5, pp. 97,
103; 9, pp. 22, 226-40; 33, pp. 8-12, 16-17], Powel typically derived
livestock prices by carefully calculating breeding ensts.
He included
depreciation of his breeding stock; insurance charges in the form of
estimated risk of loss or injury in transit or on his farm; annual interest
charges on the capital invested in his livestock; and the apportionment of
overheads such as farm maintenance, expensesof keeping bulls, and unusual
expenditures for labor, seed, and fertilizer required to cultivate the root
crops, hay, clover, and grain that he introduced to supply his animals with
adequate year-round nutrition.
In addition to making Powel's own
enterprise possible, his accounting methods abetted innovation by others
because his calculations fixed the cost of improved livestock at realistic
rather than speculative levels [25, pp. 177-81]. Moreover, Powel shared his
accounting insights with prospective purchasers. His letters instruct other
breeders in how to calculate potential returns on investments in his eattie,
including adjustments for the lower market value of crosses between
pedigreed animals and the superior domestic cows that bore most of the
progeny of Powel's imported bulls.

Powel's creative use of his mercantile skills is equally apparent in
his correspondence with ships' captains. Because improved dairy Shorthorns
were perishable capital goods, provision for their transfer to America
involved much more complex negotiations than were required to transfer
textile machinery.
Powel learned early of the damage caused when
animals in transit were not milked regularly and completely; fed properly

prepared food in appropriate quantity; provided with quarters on deck that
allowed limited movement but minimized the amount they would be thrown
against one another; kept clean; and loaded and unloaded with care. He
selected captains willing to supervise these activities and to construct
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special quarters, and he provided these men with complete instructions for
routine care as well as basic veterinary supplies accompanied by detailed
descriptions of symptoms and remedies.

Manyof Powel's
fellowbreeders
shared
hiseducational
advantages.
2
They also had extraordinary informal educations. In Powel's case, formal
mercantile training was followed by a pleasure trip to France and England,
where he served as secretary to the American legation in London and
polished the skills of dealing with English gentlemen, later reflected in
linguistic patterns that distinguish his English from his American
agricultural correspondence.
On his return to America, his informal
education continued as an officer in the volunteers and in the regular
army during the War of 1812.
He travelled widely and acquired
familiarity with the climate and topography of various regions, knowledge
he employed regularly in his American agricultural correspondence.

In addition to displaying the exceptional skills that made early
agricultural innovation possible, the Powel Papers suggest why members of
his generation of the American elite devoted their talents to agricultural
reform.
Part of the answer lies in the Whig political affiliation of Powel
and many of his fellow breeders, including America's leading Whig
statesman, Henry Clay.
Like Clay, Powel's largest commitment was to
American economic development through the simultaneous promotion of
agriculture, transportation, and industry.
Most of his nonspecialist
correspondence is devoted to such issues an internal improvements, frontier
land policy, linen manufacture, the tarriff,
and the development of
Pennsylvania coal lands.
He especially encouraged the creation of a
regional transportation network in and around Philadelphia, an activity that
required elite promoters and fostered increasing specialization by altering
real estate values. Powel's larger political and economic concerns enabled
him to appreciate the potential contribution of agricultural specialists and
to endow his role as agricultural reformer with political and social
significance.

In creating a new and significant social role, Powel and his peers
resemble the nineteenth-century agricultural scientists portrayed by Charles
Rosenberg and Margaret Rossiter and the popular lecturers depicted by

Donald Scott [27, pp. 135-52; 28• 31].

Like these men, Powel's generation

of agricultural reformers was inspired not only by their vision of America's
future, but also by the dearth of acceptable professional roles for men of
their

status and experience.

Powel

made these

motives explicit

in

an

unusual youthful letter.
The letter
lacks the self-restraint
that
characterizes the rest of his correspondence because, as he confessed in an
apology to his family penned the next day, "I had ... taken port wine

enough to make me talkative and stupid, [and] as I had no Companion to
chatter with I made you the unhappy victim of my stupidity" [24, undated

2Inadd/don
to fzagmentaz¾
Jn/ozmaHon
ayalahie
/n thevarious
souzces
c/ted /n the zefezences, heze and eJsewhezeI have ze]/ed upon the Dicdonaœyof
American glo•rat•hy for information on the careers of Powel and a number of hi•
cozzespondent$.
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(1811-1812)].Powel is contemplatingwhat to make of his future.

"The

point,"
a
wealthy,
he says,
childless
"will widow
be to who
occupy
hadmyself
adopted
profitably
him. Elizabeth
and gratify
Powel's
my aunt,"
late
husband had been a founder and officer of the Philadelphia Agricultural
Society so that family tradition sanctioned agricultural reform. At this
juncture, however, the youthful Powel is most aware of his dissatisfaction

with the careers that had attracted men of his uncle's generation:
The Law as a orofession won't do. I should die first,

there are besides twenty-six long years over my
head and twenty thousand reasons in my noodle
against it.
Con•nerce I can't beat. It is the devt,
the life

of a Merchant

BuR and dcvt

I would rather

be hanged than think of it. Why not be a Farmer, a
practical farmer, my dear John, someof you perhaps
•

say?

I should answer, any ass that eats oats

and has an open Barn can make much better manure
than

any Chynist

that

reads

Books and has

a

CompostHeap, and I am sure that a Chum who can
sow and reap knows much more of his businessthan
any gentleman that may attempt to direct him.
be no Farmer [2% undated].

Judging from their career paths, many of Powel's fellow reformers
shared his discontent.
To Powel's listing of the law and mercantile
activity we can add the military, which lost interest for Powel and others

after the War of 1812, and politics, which proved so tedious to Powel in
the 1820s that he resigned his Pennsylvania legislative seat before his term
expired.
Powel's network also included men who had found that the
medical and religious professions lacked the prestige and opportunities for

zealous advocacy that had engaged the energies of an earlier generation.

A final possible role that Powel clearly did not relish was that of
gentleman farmer. As his letter makes clear, he considered the activities
of such men futile because they were excessively dependent on books and
patronizing in their attitudes toward common farmers. Powel continued to
disparage this sort of agricultural reform.
In 1824, writing to a man
whose nephew contemplated a career in agricultural improvement, Powel
characterized the major contribution of Philadelphia's earlier agricultural
reformers, The Memoirs of the Philadelphia Agricultural Society, as
edited by farmers whose of theories are so subtle

that in practice they have seldombeen applied. They
are the work principally of Dr. Mcsc [James Mcasc, a
prolific writer and long-time society officer] who
writes without thought and has the genius to farm
without land [23, undated (6-7/24)].
Instead, Powel and his network of breeders created a new role, one

that accounts for much of their successin domesticatingand disseminating
Britain's improved dairy techniques. One aspect of this role has been
featured in secondary scholarship: the establishment by Powel's generation
of new agricultural societies that featured livestock exhibitions [8, pp. 60-

64; 19, pp. 15-31; 20].

However, these societies, including Powel's 1822
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Pennsylvania Agricultural Society, have generally
irrelevant because they were dominated by elite

been dismissed as
agriculturalists who

garnered most of the premiumsawarded at fairs [12, pp. 349-53].
criticism

Such

misses the point. Powel and his fellows were dissatisfied with the

inactivity and patronizing attitude of earlier "gentlemen farmers," and they
viewed exhibitions that promoted "emulation" as offering an alternative role

for agricultural reformers.
Brooke Hindle's recent work has elucidated the meaning of emulation
and documented its role in encouraging early American invention. A "word

much more in currency then than today, ... [emulation] emerged from the
manner of instruction in the arts and crafts" [13, pp. 12-13].
This
important early American concept had two components.' the notion of
copying the work of a master in order to learn and the idea of ultimately
surpassing one's mentor or model.
Emulation appealed to Powel's
generation of agricultural reformers because it could simultaneously foster
education and innovation.
As embodied in agricultural fairs, the two
senses in which early Americans used the word "emulation" help clarify the
practical purposes of the new elite agricultural societies.
Knowing that
pedigreed livestock were difficult and costly to import from Europe and
breed in America, Powel and his peers did not expect common farmers to
surpass wealthy breeders in competition. Rather, they recognized that
existing "native" livestock, which reflected the poor care and "promiscuous
breeding" of animals left to fend for themselves, did not provide farmers
with models of the desirable qualities that might be achieved by applying
recent British innovations in breeding and husbandry. Fairs could supply
these instructive models.
At the same time, because Powel and his
competitors took the symbolic value of their premiums seriously, emulation,
in the sense of attempts to surpass a model, promoted the continuing
importation of English cattle as well as experimental breeding and

improved animal husbandry by innovative specialists.

In sum, emulation

discouraged the passive and patronizing behavior of "gentlemen farmers."
It forced elite reformers to test and refine their theories in practice and
to expose their efforts to farmers' scrutiny, evoking either criticism or
interest.

Although agricultural fairs have attracted most of the scholarly
attention, they occurred infrequently and, in the case of Powel at least,
evoked only short-lived enthusiasm.
Most of the activities of the new
agricultural
reformers,
their
day-to-day
decisions and
long-term
accomplishments, remain buried in their private papers, but they appear to
have accomplished prodigious feats. And while the educational impact of
the fairs on common farmers has been and r.emains difficult to assess, the
educational influence of exemplary breeding and dairy farms may have
been

enormous.

My phrasing of these conclusions is tentative and designedly so.
Gleaning information from private manuscript sources is a labor-intensive
operation, and I have been able to examine thoroughly only the papers of
America's leading dairy breeder. Nonetheless, my work on Powel and his
network provides evidence that the study of individual specialists could
.complement and revise Bateman's work with agricultural publications and
aggregate census data. The Powel correspondence indicates that the new
techniques that underlay increases in dairy productivity after
1850
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originated with elite specialists in the 1820s and 1830s; that once
economic factors provided sufficient incentive for additional farmers to

adopt new methods, specialized breeding farms acted as influential centers
of diffusion; and that, given the methods of elite dairy reformers, breed
improvement played a more important role in late nineteenth-century
productivity increases than Bateman's sources could reveal. The concluding
section of this paper treats these assertions in somewhat greater detail.

The Powel Papers document that the new role of agricultural
reformer attracted a number of elite farmers to dairy breeding and
specialized dairy agriculture in the 1820s and 1830s and that their
accomplishments were substantial.
Powel's correspondents repeatedly
expressed their desire to surpass previous regional achievements and to

adopt livestock and techniques that would appeal to local farmers.
By
1840 these men had transferred Britain's innovative agricultural techniques
to America and established a national network of specialized breeding and
dairy farms. Elite agriculturalists from Maine to South Carolina and from
Maryland's eastern shore to Kentucky purchased improved dairy Shorthorns
from Powel, although his network was concentrated in the mid-Atlantic and
New England states. The members of Powel's network of breeders also
corresponded with him concerning the improved husbandry practices that
Powel imported and domesticated along with his livestock.' a longer milking
season, balanced year-round feeding, better winter housing, and greater
cleanliness.

These are

the

practices

to

which Bateman attributes

most later

dairy farm improvement. Powel himself equalled or exceeded Bateman's
1910 eastern farmers in each of these practices as early as the 1820s. By
applying such techniques to animals bred for butter-fat,
rather than
maximum milk output, he achieved estimated average annual yields that
were

two

and .one-half

times

those

achieved

in

Bateman's

1910

"best

practice"states? And Powel'scorrespondence
indicatesthat a numberof
his

contemporaries

Shorthorns

or

equalled

Shorthorn

or

surpassed these

yields

using

Milking

crosses.

These impressive accomplishmentssuggest that Powel's generation of
innovators may have established the centers from which improved dairy
farm practices diffused in the years between 1850 and 1910. In light of
the prevailing arts and crafts pedagogy of emulation, dissemination by
outstanding example certainly seems more likely than diffusion through
agricultural publications.
Moreover, as Gould Colman has shown,
mid-nineteenth-century farmers with economic incentives to increase output
remained unwilling to innovate, but were ready to adopt new practices
once their viability had been demonstrated locally [6]. Given the extensive
network of innovative breeders revealed by the Powel Papers, further
research should confirm that by 1850 most farmers had ready access to

3Bateman's
"bestpractice"
statesachieved
about4,800pounds
per
annum in 1910. My estimate of about 12,000 pounds per year Ls a conservative
one. I have assumedforty pounds of n•Lk per day, whereas Powel cites forty
to forty-c•ght as tyl•Ca], and I have used a 300 day m•l•ng season, although

Powel reports rmqkingcows on the eve of calving.

Of course, since Powel

operated a breeding farm, much of the n•Lk went to calves [1; 23].
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local dairy innovators, especially in the leading dairy states of 1850 where
Powel's

network

was concentrated.

Powel's flexible and economically sensible approach to disseminating
Britain's improved husbandry was designed to favor the diffusion of new
methods. His Whig political views, which emphasizeda regional division of
labor and promoted a Philadelphia-area division of labor through

transportation improvements, made him especially sensitive to regional

differencesand local factor endowments. In the case of feeding practices,
for example, he encouraged his correspondentsto tailor their methods to
local circumstancesrather than slavishly copy his system or that of British

farmers.

Writing to Boston agricultural editor Thomas Fessenden,he

described how he cultivated feeds, then cautioned,
You ate aware that I am opposed to the soiling
system in toto, except wheœeland is veœy dear, and
labor very cheap. I have teeourse to it from
necessity, although my crops of grass ate much
better than most of my neighbors, in consequenceof
my land having been very deeply ploughed. It is
absurd in Ametica, to have recourse to the

expedients adopted in countries where land is
and the population surcharged. From a large f/eld of
Mangel Wuttzel, which had been very thickly dibbled,
a vast number of small toots with ample leaves have
been taken. On proposing to my fold man to give
them to the cattle, he asked me whether he should
p/ck the black chetties for the hogs too [23,
•/z/2•].

In his correspondence with agricultural improvers, Powel offered
advice that was specific to their region and to the nature of their
enterprise. He urged a Maine dairy reformer,
Do not rely upon toot crops where you can grow
corn anccess/uny except for a •
purpose. I
have increased the quantity of Mangel Wuttzcl
annually, as they ate essential on a breeding farm....
Notice my ternarks upon the value of toot crops in
Indian Corn country. On your new land where labour
is very dear, land very cheap, and manure very
scarce, the farmers should •.y them in small beds ot
in gardens [23, 5/10/28'1.

Similarly, Powel's private papers reveal a more practical and flexible
approach to breeding than his polemical and promotional published works
convey.
Given the prevailing mediocrity of American cattle, Powel

recognized the advantages of importing superior British dairy animals, but
he did not advocate adoption of pedigreed dairy Shorthornsas the method
of improving American dairy agriculture. Rather, he offered an approach to
breeding that emphasized both the advantages of capitalizing on British
achievements and the limitations of relying solely on "est to best"
breeding.
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As with his methods of agrieultural

reform,

Powel's politieal and

economic beliefs evidently shaped his views on livestock breeding. Like a
number of his fellow breeders, his Federalist heritage and elite background
encouraged him to appreciate the value of pedigree and to seek out
superior British animals, rather than try to ereate an American breed. At
the same time, however, his practical experience with men and cattle and
his practical interest in economic development made him aware that simple
breeding rules offered insufficient guidance and that observing the

characteristics
of siblingsand progenywas also important.
4 He expressed
his views most fully to a British breeder, Charles Champion, whose cattle
did not meet his expectations for dairy breeding stock.
In answer to your remark 'St is not always the
highest bred animals which obtain the best price" I
would observe that a high bred animal may be bad,
as there is always a tendency to go back ... I
confess, although I am no democrat, I believe that
the properties and propensities of the man, as well
as the beast, are not always found in proportions
equal to the jewelLsupon the coronet or scores of

bit. Coilings'Herd Book. I know no reason why bit.
Claamlion after the experience of M•. conings [creator
of the Shorthorn
materiah,
derived

breed] and with much better
from an increased number of

objects, cannot establish a family quite as good as

any which have gone before. But I would contend,
other things being equal, that I shouldmost assuredly
prefer an animal whose progenitors can be traced as
marked by the definite characteristics which I most
desire and I know from long observation that a
coarse coal hearer is not likely to beget a chivakous
knight [23, 6/3/25].

Relying on his published writings, secondary scholarship has depleted
Powel vigorously advocating one imported breed as the only alternative to
mediocre American cattle [8, pp. 166-75; 25, pp. 176-79]. In his private
correspondence, however, Powel took pains to correct this impression. To
editor Fessendenhe wrote,
You have made one mistake in ascribing to me the
notion, that native cattle as they are caned should
not be brought into the plan for improvement. I paid
to bit. gtlliams [a Massachusetts breeder] $100 for a
half bred bun, and $600 for half and three quarter
bred

animals.

I sent

three

half bred males into

the

4powel's
private correspondence
suggests
that secondary
accounts
derived from published sources are in error when they attribute simplistic
pedigree-oriented or "best-to-best" breeding practices to nineteenth-century
breeders. Powel•sdescription of his practices makes dear that progress did not
await the scientific and technical dLscovetiesof Mendel and Babcock [25, pp.
•8-57].
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widemess of Maine. I placed my bulls for many
seasonsin different counties, to husband native cows.

I had, until I was run down, allowedmy finest males
to husband native cows even here -- for four years I
have given away all the half breed calves as
breeders, twice
as many as Col. Pickering
[ldassachusettsbreeder and Powel's principal opponent
in publisheddebates] has raised in all his life. Yet I
am supposedin your notices to think that the native
cows should not be employed in the effort for
improvement [23, 7/2/26].

Similarly, Powel's letters to breeders and improving farmers
described his own sophisticated breeding methods, but offered advice that
varied

with

the

circumstances

of

the

recipient.

To

a

Connecticut

customer Powel explained the methods that enabled him to sell consistently
superior breeding stock to customers throughout the nation,
I have ordered another bull from England, ... as I
conceive

it

essential

to have

males of various

fan{lies

whony distinct for the purposes of a farm devoted
regularly to breeding. You are aware that it is not
pernitted always to put the finest male and finest
female together, for if they should both have a
tendency to the same defect, that defect would be
augmentedin the offspring [23, 4/5/26].

But he eneouraged different strategies among breeders seeking to effeet
local livestock improvement. To one Maine eorrespendent he wrote,
I

commend your decision. Breed from Denton

or

Adnlral's half breed heifers -- go on aui•ly, and
take care to allow 50 per cent in all calculationsfor
disappointment [23, 5/10/28].

And he advised a potential New York breeder,
In reply to your inquiry for a calf, I must remark
that

a

half

bred

animal

would

not

be

worth

the

expenses of conveyance for a breeder, unless it
united the blood of two known and established breeds

[23, 8/18/2 7].

In response to the same customer's request for a proven dam, he reviewed
the history and cost of one of his cows, but concluded,
A much better and cheaper plan for improving your
stock would be to purchase a young bull of pure
blood for

two hundred

dollars when nine months old.

This is the actual cost of such an one bred upon my
farm, estimating depreciation of dam, risk, food, etc.,
etc. 1'23, 8/18/27].
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Replying to

a

working farmer,

he was neither

patronizing nor

doctrinaire.

You appcaœ to have had an extœaotdinaœy cow,
which, I have no doubt would be consideœedvaluable
in any country for {am•y purposes....
You ask the
price of a family cow. I have no cow with which I
am c•sposed to part at a price which I should
conceive it proper to give for the use of her •
alone [23, 7/9/27•.

He also offered the same man some general guidance in judging the claims
of

breeders.

We do not estimate the weight of butter and of flesh
in comparison to the weight of food; for it must be
evident, that an products, whether of the so•, or of
the animals, must be determined in an estimates by
the cost, both of labour and of the nutritious matter
supplied.... Thus I have always contended, that IL•t
crops or pampered beasts, however wen fitted to
furrgsh florid paragraphs for Cattle Show Conmittees,
have no useful tendency, and generany fa• not to
bring those useful associations, caned farmer's
societies, into disrepute. The cow of whose product
you have seen an account, must not be taken as

the standard by which the farofliesof dai•y improved
short

horns

are

to

be criticized.

She •s much the

best I ever saw in nnlking properties; and •s better
than any one I ever hope to import. I consider

twenty to twenty-four quarts the quantity which the
family I most value Field 1'23, 7/9/27].
Powel's emphasis on breeding to suit economic circumstances,
exemplified in his determinations that selling at cost and offering free and
readily available stud service were appropriate for a breeder in a
developing economy, gave subsequent breeders and dairymen better methods
and numerous improved cattle

with

which to

work.

Thus, his private

correspondence suggests that the spread of improved livestock probably
played a greater role than Bateman's sources, published nineteenth-century
agricultural literature, disclose.
Like Powel's own publications, such
sources are implicitly polemical or promotional and imply a single solution
to breed improvement, in the late nineteenth century the adoption of

"dairy breeds" (Ayrshires, Holsteins, Jerseys, and Guernseys)in preference
to "dual-purposecattle" (Shorthorns)[1; 2; 15]. As evidence they do not
provide a basis for assessingthe role played by the disseminationof dairy
Shorthorns, which

were

superior to

most "dairy

breeds" in

the

nineteenthcentury and set output records as late as the 1930s [25].

early

More

important, agricultural publications and the records of breed associations
ignore the half-breeds, crosses, and other economically sensible compromises
that were Powel's principal legacy to American dairy farmers and breeders.
Accounts of a few dairy farms and Shorthorn breeding farms in New York
and New England indicate that at least some operations profRed by
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applying Powel's methods after 1850, confirming the need for
scholarshipon actual practice [9, pp. 159-65• 25, pp. 175-85].

further

The availability after 1840 of numerous elite-operated breeding farms
offering models of improved dairy practice also makes it likely that late
neneteenth-centurydairy specialists improved their cattle as they improved
their methods of care.
Judging from Powel and his network, early
nineteenth-century agricultural reformers treated livestock husbandry and
breeding as a technological system, an integrated body of knowledge and
practice that included criteria for selecting animals, methodsof cultivating
feeds and of feeding, and techniques of housing and caring for animals.
While theoretically, as in the polemics of the agricultural press, these
practices are separable, in practice

agricultural

innovators did not treat

them as separate either in their advice to correspondentsor in their
behavior.

When agricultural reformers held cattle

shows or established

locally influential farms, the models they offered potential emulators were

unified embodimentsof better breeding and better husbandry. Indeed,
unspecialized early nineteenth-century farmers often rejected improved
livestock as requiring better care, a conclusionthat was not literally true,
but an economically sensible conclusion nonetheless, because both improved
breeding and improved care were more profitable when practiced together.
What seems likely,
nineteenth-century farmers
specialization in butter or
breeders and dairymen, for

then, is that the growing number of late
who recognized the economic possibility of

cheese production looked to local innovators,

techniques and dairy animals or sires. Like
the men they chose to emulate, they improved their livestock husbandry in
part because they acquired more valuable animals, often Shorthorn crosses

or half breeds. They also learned to breed their stock more carefully, if
only because they no longer left mating to chance.
Judging from
Bateman's calculations, a measure of breed improvement would have raised
dairy productivity without simultaneously raising labor costs enough to
diminish dairy farm profits.
Breed improvement was no doubt far less
pronounced among the less specialized family farmers who also increased
their milk yields, but their behavior can be explained both in Bateman's
terms, the low opportunity cost of family labor, and by the lure of the
genuine profits reaped by the growing number of specialists who mfiked
improved animals [2; 3].
Although Powel's generation of agricultural reformers supplied the
animals and techniques that many subsequent breeders and dairy farmers
adopted, the story of dissemination is probably not as straightforward as
this sketch implies. As early as the 1830s Powel and his principal English
breeder had indentified one American livestock importer, Felix Renick of
Ohio, whose speculative motives resulted in higher-priced animals selected
principally for form rather than function. Anecdotal evidence suggests

that speculativeShorthornbreedersflourishedinto the 1870s and may have
deterred dairy improvement in some regions. A larger number of breeders
evidently continued Powel's tradition, but the activities of both groups of
breeding specialists warrant attention

if we are to understand the factors

that shaped the disseminationof improved dairy farm technique. Likewise,
some breeders and beef specialists reduced the pool of improved dairy
cattle by mating dairy Shorthorncows with beef Shorthornsires, but most
New England farmers and some breeders as far west as Kentucky did not
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succumb to the lure of high beef prices.

Again, the evidence at hand is

anecdotal and inconclusive, and the issue warrants further study [8, pp.
166-75; 25, pp. 176-79].
For at least a generation, elite agricultural reformers played an
influential role in early industrial America.
If
Powel and his
correspondents are representative, beth the business methods and the
technology of these specialists abetted long-term agricultural development.

Indeed, their choice of techniques assumed that specialists would gradually
come to predominate over family farmers.
Now that economic historians
have uncovered important
productivity increases in
unmechanized
agricultural sectors, historians of businessand technology need to determine
how innovation and diffusion occurred.

Elite specialists may have figured

less prominently in America than in England, but we will not know until
we examine their private papers.
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